SEAC Meeting Notes - October 25, 2021

- Introduction of new and returning members

- Group Discussion:
  Dress Code: How to be specific enough without being misogynistic. Aware of the subjective nature of words like “business casual”.

- Subcommittee Check-Ins:
  - President’s Task Force:
    - Pam & Brooke’s group are meeting tomorrow to go over a NASPA document. Document will go over how other schools use Student Employment—how they use it for career readiness and exploration in addition to the financial aid element.
    - What is within the scope of SEAC vs President’s task force
      - There will be themes that overlap or would impact SEAC, but a lot of it will go beyond the scope of SEAC, such as asking questions of peer institutions on things like allocation of budget, wage differences, minimum wage, etc. What are best practices?
      - Very little functional overlap: it is ultimately a closed group that will not be doing things like sharing resources across campus, making events.
  - Student Leadership and Recognition Subcommittee:
    - Has not met yet (met following the meeting)
  - Connecting Supervisors Subcommittee
    - Planning on doing something similar to last year: schedule a zoom meeting to connect supervisors to bounce ideas off one another. Most departments just have one person that supervises all the dept students, we want to use the meeting to create cohorts and resources for one another. Cohorts can determine other ways to connect if needed.
    - Long term goal and structure is to create those smaller groups, starting off with the large scale zoom meetings where people can opt in.
    - Talked about creating an electronic physical space to keep resources, but that will be more of a longer term goal and this year will focus on the interpersonal connections.
    - Hoping to have the initial meeting in November